
How to Customize Your Organic Wool Pillow

Follow the steps below to personalize the loft and firmness of your pillow to your liking...

You’ll need:
- The bag your pillow arrived in and/or
- A basket or bucket (insert the bag into the basket to hold it open)
- A vacuum cleaner (in case some spills out)

Steps to help you remove wool pearls from your pillow to adjust the height:

● Open up the outer protective cover of the pillow and pull it half way down the pillow.
● Hold the pillow with the opening side upward
● Before opening the inner pillow cover, shake pillow to move the fill down and away

from the top opening of the pillow
● Open the zipper. If wool gets caught in the zipper, gently pick it out with your fingertips
● Put your hand in the pillow and remove in bunches as needed
● Pull the wool gently inside the pillow to fill out the empty space to the edges of the

pillow and to add loft
● Close the zipper and fluff the pillow from the outside as you would a normal pillow

Steps to help you add extra wool pearls back into your pillow to adjust the height:

● Open the zipper, take a handful of your extra wool and insert it back into your pillow
● Gently pull apart and evenly re-work the inside pearls until you get the loft and

consistency that you need
● Close the zipper and fluff the pillow as you would a normal pillow

Always handle your wool gently to avoid causing it to felt. Your wool pillow will remain fluffy if
you handle it with a soft touch.**

To naturally clean and refresh your wool pillow you can remove the outer cover and set the
pillow out in the sun.

We invite you to reach out if you have any questions. We are always happy to lend a hand.

Sleep well and sweet dreams!

Phone: Toll Free: 1-844-855-REST (7378) Email: info@resthousesleep.com


